SERVISE MANUAL
ORBITAL FLOOR SANDER & POLISHER

This manual be read
before using the machine

GENERAL SAFELY INSTRUCTION
To reduce the risk of fire, electric shock or injury, please observe the following
safely instruction!

ORBITAL FLOOR SANDER & POLISHER
EXPLODED DRAWING

1. The voltage must concur with that given on the machines data plate.
2 The appliance must be grounded: if the socket is improper, must change the socket or,
increase the interim adapter, the socket and adapter must accord with the local legal
rule.
3. Use indoors only.
4. There can’t be incidentals in the working area, and there are well illuminated and good
ventilation.
5. Don’t use in areas where flammable or explosive substance. Such as gasoline.
6. Don’t leave appliance when plugged in; Unplug from outlet when not in use, install or
remove the brush/pad and before servicing.
7. Check the cord regularly, don’t use with damaged cord or plug; If appliance is not
working as it should has been dropped, damaged, left outdoors, or dropped into water,
return it to a service center.
8. Don’t pull or carry by cord, use cord as a handle, run appliance over cord, close a door
on cord, keep cord away from heated surfaces, oil, sharp edges and corners.
9. Don’t unplug by pulling on cord; Turn off all controls before unplugging.
10. Keep hair, loose clothing, fingers, and all parts of body away from openings and
moving parts.
11. To reduce the risk of fire, use only commercially available floor cleaners and waxes.
12. When not in use, should store it carefully. Don’t allow to be used as toy by children,
so as not to cause the danger.
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MAINTENANCE
13. To avoid electric shock, please store appliance in a dry place, don’t drench with rain,
Warning: Make sure the Floor Sander is disconnected from its electrical outlet prior to
performing any inspection, maintenance, or cleaning procedures.
1. Be careful when using the machine, dropping, unreasonable bumping or rough

only clean the appliance with wet wiper.
14. The appliance may only be serviced
5 and maintenance by customer services shops
with legal authorization who are approved by manufacturer.

handing may result in damage to the balance and counterweight system; Wrap your

PREPARATION FOR USE

cord loosely around the two hooks on the handle.
2. Keep the machine clean, remove brushes after use, and clean it with wet wiper.

1. Assembly for Handle：

3. When Sanding Paper is wear out, replace them.

Turn the Chassis (1) upside-down and gently press the tab on the Screw Box (10) from

4. Periodic lubrication using light oil is recommended at the motor bearings.

underneath using a screwdriver. Remove the Screw Box.（See fig.1）；

5. Always use the same brand and type of spare parts.

Align the mounting holes in the lower portion of the Handle Tube (21) with the front two

6. The common trouble and solution (Disconnect power cord before servicing)

mounting holes in the bracket at the rear of
the Floor Machine’s Chassis. This is the

Problem

Possible Cause

Action

1. Not firmly plugged into

1. Plug unit firmly

2. No voltage in plug
3.

shown on Fig.2. Then secure the Handle
Tube to the Chassis, using one Handle
Screw, two Flat Washer (12), and one Hex

plug
Machine will not run

Handle

location that the Handle Screw (11) is

Trouble Diagnosis

Malfunction

for

2. Check fuse or breaker
start

Lock Nut (13). Replace the Screw Box.

3. Replace capacitor

capacitor.

Machine Bounces

4. Power Cord damaged

4. Replace the Power Cord

2. Assembly and Remove for Vacuum Hose.

1. Tools Holder being warped

1. Replace the Tools Holder

Assembly: Connect the Vacuum Hose

2. Plate with counterweight

2. Replace the Plate with

(Dia. 40mm) to the Hose Connector (76)

damaged

counterweight

When hearing

1. The screw of chassis is

irregular noises

loose

1. Make it tightly

Dia. 40mm

as shown on Fig. 3. Then put the Hose
to the Vacuum Connector (68) as
shown on Fig. 4.

Remove: Press the Tab on Vacuum
Hose on pull it out as shown on Fig.5.
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3. Assembly and Replace for Sanding Paper

7. When not in use, remove Sanding Paper.

Assembly: Put the Handle Tube
back to vertical position, then lay the
machine on its back with the handle

PURPOSE AND SPECIFICATIONS

lying on the floor. Align the Vacuum

SL-330A Floor Sander design for residential and commercial use and the main purposes

hose of Sanding Paper (70-75) and

are grinding and polishing your wooden floor.

Tools Holder (37), then put the

Specifications

Sanding Paper onto the Tools Holder
(37), as shown on Fig.6.

Power Input

220-240V～50Hz

Motor

Single Speed /275W/150rpm

Replace: Follow the indication as

Power Cord

H05VV-F3G0.75mm2×6m

below to lay the machine on floor,

Accessories

Hose Connector

remove the Sanding Paper by hand,

Weight

as shown on Fig.8, and then replace

14.8kg

by a new one.

4. The motion of machine

fig.9

OPERATING

Put the Handle back to vertical position to lock it by the

Connect the Vacuum Hose to Floor Sander and choose the suitable Sanding Paper for

Foot Pedal (58). Hold tight handle and makes the two

work. Release the Handle Tube by pressing the Foot Pedal and press the switch in ON (I)

wheels (7) drop to the ground, than can push or pull the

position to starting the Sander. When operating, just grasp the Handle and glide the

machine to move.

machine across the wooden floor. To shut down the machine, just press the switch in
OFF (0) position, after the motor is complete stop, put the Handle Tube back to vertical

CAUTION:
The voltage must concur with that given on the specification plate.

position to lock it by the Foot Pedal.

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
1. Install Sanding Paper before plugging in.
2. Make sure that the switch (29) is in the OFF (0) position before you plug the power
cord into the socket to secure operation.
3. Must keeping the handle on the highest point, prevent the handle from dropping;
cause the danger that people or anything.
4. To protect your health, wear protective goggles and mask.
5. Always wear shoes when using the Sanding Machine.
6. If a extension cord is necessary, please comply with the safety regulations that apply in
your country.
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